Interior Design "Little Bee" Baby Spa in Surabaya with the theme of Bees
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ABSTRACT

The health business in Indonesia has growth fast, currently in the spa business that recently can seen in Surabaya and cities in Indonesia. Spa has become a new style of urban living, which there are many diverse types of spas. The consumers are women who have a very high and dense routine on both activities inside and outside, that make them stress. Women need to take a moment to relax and refresh their mind. One solution is to visit places such as spa body treatment. This also would happen on some babies and children in Indonesia, the child also has a variety of activities inside and outside the home. This will likely make them stress.

Baby spa in Surabaya is a design project created by the need of place as a place for baby and children in particular at the age of 2 months -12 years. This often occurs at parents, they less aware that a baby also can stress that will impact on his psychology. Stress is a condition of tension that affects emotions, thinking processes and the person's condition. By increasing the imagination, socialization and creativity of a baby and child, they can feel relaxed and reduce the tension of their body and mind caused by stress. Therefore interior spa presents little baby bee bee theme.

Methods used in studies of design research is including the collection of data that did directly or indirectly. The directly collection data did by Field surveys and interviews to the owners, visitors, employees and the experts or lecturers interior architecture. While the study of literature, magazines, and internet about the Baby spa, is a way to get comparative data and interior photos, by surveying the various Mall and plaza in Surabaya and other big cities. Problems review performed by analyzing the data obtained. At this stage of analysis requires a precision in observing and comparing the data with one another about the truth of the interior elements.

The concept of the "baby spa" design project will affect the psychological of the baby, so that the process of designing the interior elements, color, lighting, aperture, formation, circulation of space relations can create comfortable and safe interior for the baby. The impression that wants to appear on the interior of “Little bee baby spa” is bee atmosphere and the modern concept of a cheerful colorful, expressive, creative and energetic of the baby and children and it may increase the imagination of baby and children with the existing facilities and it will impact positively on the psychological of the baby.
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